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In today’s disconnected, distracted world, it seems like deep love gets harder to maintain every day. We spend more

time looking at screens than at each other, cycle through new partners every time the spark starts to fade, and wall

away our feelings until we become strangers who share a house and kids. But underneath all this, our souls long for

an unbreakable love which deepens over time and lovemaking that gets hotter, not cooler, inside a lifetime

commitment. 

This bond we yearn for is not impossible. It’s not even improbable. You can create it in your life right now—intimacy

that opens both you and your partner to a divine awakening you could not create on your own, lovemaking that curls

your toes, and a partnership where both people champion each other’s best interests, where even the difficult

moments bring you closer together. This is sacred relationship, and it’s already within your reach.

It exists in these pages. If you are seeking a resource for attracting a sacred relationship, sustaining long-term

passion, and deepening in authentic connection (whether you’re single or in a relationship), you're in the right place.

The path within these pages will teach you how to have a long-term, sexy, passionate, deeply fulfilling relationship

with a partner who is as excited to be there as you are. Written by both a man and a woman who have been living and

teaching these principles for a decade, this book is an owner’s manual for intimacy, a map for loving at the deepest

level, and an invitation into sacred practice where divine connection becomes part of everyday life.
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